Abstract. We investigate the lower bounds of queries required by the polynomial time Turing reductions from exponential time classes to the sets of small density. For complexity classes E= DTIME(2 O(n) ) and EXP=DTIME(2 n O(1) ), the following results are shown in this paper. (1) For any a < 1, every EXP-P n a ?T -hard set is exponentially dense. This yields EXP6 P n a ?T (SPARSE) for all a < 1. (2)For any a < 1 2 , every E-P n a ?T -hard set is exponentially dense. (3)E6 P o( n log n )?T (TALLY). Our result substantially improve Watanabe's earlier theorem: E6 P log n?tt (SPARSE) Wa87,HOW92].
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1.Introduction
The study of the density of hard sets for complexity classes has long history. Berman and Hartmanis BH77] conjectured that all NP-P m -complete sets are isomorphic. Since all of the known NP-P m -complete sets are exponentially dense, they proposed a weaker conjecture that all NP-P m -complete sets are not sparse. Culminating considerable previous works, Mahaney M82] proved that no NP-P m -hard set is sparse unless P=NP. Great e orts has gone into extending Mahaney's result to weaker reductions. Ogiwara and Watanabe OW91] proved that no NP-P btt -hard set is sparse unless P=NP. That all NP-P m -complete sets are not sparse implies P6 =NP. The study of the density of hard sets for NP always need some assumption (such as, P6 =NP). On the other hand, absolute results can be obtained about the density of hard sets for exponentialtime classes. In BH77], Berman and Hartmanis showed that no E-P m -hard set can be sparse. Watanabe Wa87] strengthed this result to P btt -hardness and his techniques can be used to show that E6 P log n?tt (SPARSE). Separating a complexity class from polynomial size circuit is one of the fundamental problems in complexity theory. Many people have made great e orts in this direction. It is unknown whether NEXP is computable in polynomial size circuit. The class of languages computable by polynomial size circuit is the same as the class of languages to be polynomial time Turing reducible to sparse sets (the class P T (SPARSE)). It is generally conjectured that EXP6 P T (SPARSE) (equivalently, that EXP does not have polynomial-size circuits). Karp and Lipton KL80] showed that if EXP P T (SPARSE) then EXP= p 2 . Wilson Wi85] constructed an oracle A such that NEXP P T (SPARSE) holds relative to A. So, it is impossible to separate EXP from P T (SPARSE) by relativizable techniques.
In this paper, we show that for any a < 1, every EXP-P n a ?T -hard set is exponentially 1 dense. This yields EXP6 P n a ?T (SARSE) for all a < 1. Although P m -hardness for EXP is equivalent to that for E GH89 ], it seems not true for P n a ?T -hardness with a < 1. We show that for any a < 1 2 , every E-P n a ?T -hard set is exponentially dense. Sparse languages and tally languages are closely related. It is well known that P T (SPARSE) = P tt (TALLY) BK88]. We also constructed a sparse set A in E such that A is P o( n log n )?T (TALLY)-immune. In order to obtain the above results, we develope a new technique of dealing with P T -reductions instead of counting the number of truth tables used previously.
Recently, this author received a letter and a manuscript from Lutz, in which LM] he and Mayordomo proved that for all a < 1, every E-P n a ?tt -hard set is exponentially dense by using quite di erent technique.
2.Preliminaries
We use = f0; 1g as our alphabet. By \string" we mean an element of , jxj denotes the length of x. We use lexicographic order on . For any strings x and y, x is smaller than y (write x < y) if either jxj < jyj, or jxj = jyj and there exists some k, 1 k jxj, such that (8i : 1 i < k x i = y i ] and x k = 0 and y k = 1]), where x i is the ith symbol of the string x. For two strings x y in , the interval x; y] is de ned to be the set fz : (z 2 ) and (x z y)g. For S
, the cardinality of S is denoted by kSk. Set S =n (S n ) consists of all words of length = n( n) in S. In particular, let n = fx : x 2 and jxj = ng and n = fx : x 2 and jxj ng. For for all large n. If there exists a polynomial p(n) such that k A n k< p(n) for all n, then we say A is sparse. \SPARSE" represents the class of all sparse languages. \TALLY" represents the class of all languages T with T f0g .
Hartmanis H83] introduced a \generalized Kolmogorov complexity measure". We employ this tool in the proof of our theorems.
We consider standard deterministic time-bounded Turing machines that act as trans- K i g(n); t(n)] = fy : 9x jxj g(n); f i (x) = y, and T i (x) t(n)]g,where n = jyj K g(n); t(n)] = K u g(n); t(n)], where u denotes the index of the universal Turing machine.
We have the following fact.
Lemma H83] Let i be any index and let g(n) and t(n) be time-constructible functions. Then there exists c > 0 such that K i g(n); t(n)] K u g(n) + c; c t(n) log t(n) + c].
3.Number of queries and Density
Suppose EXP (or E) P f(n)?T (S). We investigate the lower bounds for the number of queries f(n) and the density of the set S in the section. Resource bounded Kolmogorov complexity theory plays a crucial role in the proofs of our results. Proposition 1 There exists a polynomial p(n) such that for all large n, if there exist strings 2 n and u; v; w; x to satisy = uvwvx and jvj > 7 log n, then 2 K n?1; p(n)].
Proof. Suppose n is large, 2 n and = uvwvx with jvj > 7 log n.
Let 1 = cod(bin(juj))cod(bin(jvj))cod(bin(j wj))uvwx. Clearly, if we have string 1 , we can obtain u; v; w; x easily by decoding it. Thus can be generated by 1 in polynomial steps. Also, j 1 j = 2jbin (juj)j + 2 + 2jbin(jvj)j + 2 + 2jbin(jwj)j + 2 + n ? jvj 6 log n + 6 + n ? jvj < n ? log n 2 if n is large enough. It is easy to see that there exists a polynomial p(n) (which does not depend on ) such that 2 K n ? 1; p(n)]. Proof. Suppose n is su ciently large such that 2 n a ] + 2 < n b ; 4 < n ; n a ]! > k+1 . We will construct a set A in DTIME(2 n 2+ 9 k+1 )\ P ctt (SPARSE) such that A 2P n 1? 1 k ?T (S) implies that S is exponentially dense.
In these two paragraphs, we give an informal overview of the proof. Some ideas in GW91] are involved in the construction of set A. Set A will be built to be exponentially dense. Each string in A is hard to compress, and also it is hard to describe relative to other strings in A. Suppose S is of small density and A is Turing reducible to S via oracle Turing machine M bounded by small number of queries in at most p(n) time. For all inputs in n , every string queried by M S is of length p(n). Partition p(n) into some intervals such that for any x y, x; y are in the same interval i for any z: x z y, S (x) = S (y) = S (z). Thus, the number of intervals is not more than 2 k S p(n) k +1.
Since both the density of S and the number of queries of M S are small, there exists a subset B of A =n such that (i) B contains many elements; (ii) for all inputs in B, M S will query the same number t of questions; and (iii) all of the i-th queries of M S with inputs in B are in the same interval of p(n) for i t.
Let i be the answer of oracle S for the i-th query of M S with an input in B. Strings x 1 ; ; x t ; y 1 ; ; y t are chosen from B such that for each input string z in B, the i-th string queried by M S with input z is located between the two i-th strings queried by M S for input x i ; y i respectively. If we have 1 ; t ; x 1 ; ; x t ; y 1 ; ; y t , then we can generate all of the strings in B by simulating M (with no oracle) on all of the strings in n . Since the number of queries t is small and the density of B is large, we have the intuition that the information content of 1 ; t , x 1 ; ; x t , y 1 ; ; y t is small and that of B is high. This is a contradiction.
First, we construct the set A as follows:
Construction of A n . Case 1 n 6 = m k+1 for all integer m. Set A n = ;. Caes 2 n = m k+1 for some integer m.
Choose the least string 2 n 1 k ] questions. Let p(n) be a polynomial with positive coe cients such that p(n) > n and M will stop in at most p(n) steps for each input of length n.
Choose integer d such that p((n + 1) k+1 ) < n d for all n 2. Since S is not exponentially dense, there exist in nitely many n such that k S n k< 2 n (M(x i ; i) ), i = 1; ; t. We will use 1 ; ; t ; x 1 ; ; x t ; y 1 ; ; y t to generate all of the strings in B.
For each u 2 n , whether u in B can be determined by the following algorithm. Algorithm f The reader should notice that the algorithm will use the information of 1 ; ; t ; Since u is accepted by the algorithm, u will be accepted by M S . Thus, u 2 B.
Therefore, if we have 1 ; ; t ; x 1 ; ; x t ; y 1 ; ; y t , then we can get all elements in Block(m; B) within 2 2n steps. In the following we will show that can be generated by a string of length < n Proof. j j = 2 log n + 2 + t + 2t n + P z i=1 jcod(bin(e i ))j + j 0 j < 7tn + z(2 log n + 2) + (n Proof. If we have the string = cod(bin(n)) 1 t x 1 x t y 1 y t cod(bin(e 1 )) cod(bin(e z )) 0 , we can obtain cod(bin(n)). Furthermore we get n and t = n ]. This is a contradiction. Proof. From Theorem 3.1, we know that for each integer k, there exists a language A 2 DTIME(2 n 2+ 1 k ) such that A 2 P n 1? 1 k ?T (S) implies that S is exponentially dense. Suppose E P n a ?T (S) for some a < Corollary 3.4 P ctt (SPARSE)6 P n a ?T (SPARSE) for all a < 1.
The obstactle for improving Corollary 3.2 to the case a = 1 is that the number of blocks B 1 ; B 2 ; will be greater than the number of elements in A n if M is allowed to ask the oracle n times. So, this can not guarantee that there is a block B i to contain exponential elements in A n . Improving the Corollar 3.3 to a < 1 may be possible if we can nd another way with information content less than 1 ; ; t ; x 1 ; ; x t ; y 1 ; ; y t to generate all of the strings in B. Unfortunately, so far we have not got more e cient way to replace 1 ; ; t ; x 1 ; ; x t ; y 1 ; ; y t which have information content of nearly n 2 (in fact, it is O(n 2? 1 k )) bits. Let C be a class of languages and A . If A is in nite and contains no in nite subsets in C, then we say that A is C-immune. For functions f; g : N ?! N, we say f(n)
is o(g(n)) if for every c > 0, f(n) < cg(n) for all large n. Book and Ko BK88] showed that P T (SPARSE)= P T (TALLY). Theorem 3.1 says that each sparse set is not EXP-P n a ?T -hard for all a < 1. For tally sets a better lower bound than n a (a < 1) will be obtained in the following theorem. Proof. For each integer n, let a n be the least string in n such that a n 6 2 K n?1; 2 2n ].
Let A = fa 1 ; ; a n ; g. Clearly A is a sparse set in E. Suppose that A contains an in nite subset A 1 2 P o( n log n )?T (TALLY). Let Let p(n) be a polynomial which is the time bound for M. It is convenient to assume that each string queried by M is in f0g .
We choose a large n such that a n 2 A 1 . Let x 1 ; ; x t be the strings queried by M T with input a n . Let i = T (x i ); i = 1; t. We use = cod( 1 t )cod(bin(jx 1 j))cod(bin(jx 2 j)) cod(bin(jx t j)) to code 1 t ; x 1 , x t . Clearly, j j = o(n). So, j j < n=2 if n is large.
The following algorithm will output a n in 2 2n steps with input .
Algorithmf The algorithm will use the information of , but it does not ask the oracle T directly g -reducible to tally sets. So, more complicated sparse set should be constructed if we want to improve Theorem 3.5.
Our techniques seems not able to settle the following problem. Open Problem: Does EXP6 P n a ?T (SPARSE) for a = 1 ?
